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Fidogear Cart Harness Instructions
Cart Harness Pieces
1) Harness
2) 2 Traces - loose straps with clips on each end.
3) Front girth strap with 2 black tri-glides
4) Back girth strap.

Step 1
Take all the straps 2 – 4 off of the harness.
Step 2
Slip harness over dog’s head so D-ring is up on dog’s withers with 2 D-rings on either side.
(without the tension of the cart pulling, the harness will bunch forward and appear to small, don’t
worry)
Step 3
Take the front girth strap with the 2 black tri-glides and feed through the loop on the back of the
dog at the withers, position the 2 tri-glide loops on either side, and feed through loop under dogs
belly.
These are the loops for your brake rails. You will need the cart to adjust these accurately. Slip
the rails through each loop right up to the brakes. This is what keeps the cart from running over
your dog. Adjust them so the cart is level and then tighten each loop so the cart cannot slip
through. Then tighten strap under the chest girth so it is secure and will not move.
Step 4
Take back girth strap and feed through the loop at each D-Ring on your dogs sides. It just goes
around your dog and clips. Adjust out any slack so your dog can not get a foot into it. This strap
is only to hold the 2-D rings still so they won’t hang down and bump your dog. It is optional to
use this strap.
Step 5
Attach a trace to the D-ring on either side of your dog. Then attach each to the cart. These
should be adjusted with no slack. They are your dogs pulling power. The traces pull the cart;
the brake loops stop the cart. With them both adjusted properly the cart will move smoothly
forward and stop without any bumping or jolting your dog.

